Conference System in the CNB

Industry:
Banking

End User:
The CNB – Czech National Bank
The CNB is the central bank of the Czech Republic. It performs
supervision over the financial market. It is established by the
Constitution of the Czech Republic. It has the position of public-law
subject. It manages the assets entrusted to it by the state
independently and with due diligence. Its main aim is to care about
price stability, low-inflation economic environment etc. In compliance
with its main aim the CNB defines the monetary policy, issues
banknotes and coins, controls the circulation, payment system and
settlement between banks. It performs supervision over the banking
sector, capital market, insurance, pension insurance etc.
Central Bank, Czech Republic

Business Objective:

Result:

The CNB called for a tender for supply and installation of a
new conference system for its conference centre in 2010. The
new modernized conference centre should serve for
conferences held in the historic hall, so called “Corn
Exchange”. The building, including the hall with the adjacent
areas, which are the part of the congress centre, have rich
history. There was the corn exchange in the time of the First
Republic, then there was the newly established Czech
Television. Now the building is owned by the CNB.

The project was chosen for its character among international
references, particularly from the point of view of customer
importance and also for the interesting setting, where the DCN
system is operated.
The CNB congress centre is used for example for meetings of
international financial institutions (the IMF etc.).

Solution:
BOSCH DCN discussion system with DCN-DISxx units are
installed and used in a lot of configurations of the hall – the
installation has thus variable character. The DNC system may
be adapted to current requirements according to individual
instructions for particular conferences. The products reliably
meet requirements of a customer including connection
to the existing interpretation system of another manufacturer.

Installing company:
PCS spol. s r.o.
Na Dvorcích 18
140 00 Praha 4
Czech Republic
+420 296 796 666
Robert Bosch odbytová s.r.o., divize Security systems
Pod Višňovkou 1661/35
140 00 Praha 4
Czech republic
+420 261 300 244

